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§59 ✴as … as ～ 

4448 I will keep my promise (      ) I live. 

①as long as  ②as far as  

③as much as ④as many as  〈東洋大〉 

4449 People say that the statue was made (      ) the 11th 

century. 

①earlier  ②as early as  

③the earliest ④so early  〈摂南大〉 

4450 A bleak desert stretched on all sides (      ) the eye could 

reach. 

①as far as ②as long as  

③so that ④regarding 〈中京大〉 

4451 You don’t have to submit your assignment now (      ) you 

can do it by Friday. 

①unless ②as soon as  

③instead of ④as long as 〈東北福祉大〉 

4452 (      ) I’m concerned, it is all right for the manager to 

review my work. 

①As far as ②As many as  

③As good as ④As well as 〈東海大〉 

4453 It’s quite dark outside, so my brother will walk with you 

(  ❶  ) the train station. 

①as far as ②besides  

③after ④near with 〈関西学院大〉 
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4454 I would be grateful if you could complete the work for me 

as (  ❶  ) as tomorrow. 

①early ②fast  

③quick ④rapid 〈甲南大〉(      ) I 

wanted to go to the movie, I decided to stay home to study. 

①As long as ②As much as 

③As far as ④As soon as 〈南山大〉 

4455 (      ) 20 flights were cancelled due to the heavy storm. 

①As long as ②As many as  

③As much as ④As soon as  〈関西学院大〉 

4456 (      ) your parents agree, you’re welcome to come on 

vacation with us.  

①As long as ②As short as  

③In response to  ④With regard to 〈東海大〉 

4457 Please let me know (      ) you finish that work. Then you’ll 

be free to go home. 

①as long as ②as soon as  

③now that ④even if 〈法政大〉 

4458 I accompanied my friend (      ) the station. 

①as far as ②as long as  

③as much as ④as soon as 〈四天王寺大〉 

4459 You have to be strong physically (      ) mentally. 

①as much as ②as long as  

③as far as ④as well as 〈城西大〉 
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4460 It takes (      ) our competitors to download our web site. 

①three times as long as  

②as three time long as 

③as long as three times 

④three as long time as  〈北里大〉 

4461 Plitvice Lakes National Park in Croatia contains 108 lakes 

that are (      ) 46 meters deep in the biggest lake. 

①as much as ②as long as  

③so much of  ④much more 〈青山学院大〉 

4462 Thank you for fixing it ― it looks (      ) . 

①as bad as old ②as good as bad 

③as good as new ④as new as good  

⑤ as old as bad  〈花園大〉 

4463 “That tragic event in Paris happened a long time ago, 

didn’t it?” 

  “No, it was (      ) a few months ago.” 

①as formerly as ②as recently as  

③in ④at 

⑤formerly as  〈國學院大〉 

4464 The cost of a flight from Narita to Vancouver International 

airport can run (      ) 18,000 dollars for a first class ticket. 

①so high as ②as high to  

③as high as ④as high than 〈東京理科大〉 


